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Abstract
Summary: Sex and gender differences in different health scenarios has been thoroughly acknowledged
in the literature, and yet, very scarcely analyzed. To fill the gap, here we present MetaFun, which
allows to meta-analyze multiple omics datasets with a sex-based perspective, and to combine different
datasets to gain major statistical power and to assist the researcher in understanding these sex
differences in the diseases under study.  Metafun is freely available at bioinfo.cipf.es/metafun
Availability and implementation: MetaFun is available under http://bioinfo.cipf.es/metafun. The backend
has been implemented in R and Java and the frontend has been developed using Angular.
Contact: fgarcia@cipf.es, mhidalgo@cipf.es
Supplementary information: R code available at https://gitlab.com/ubb-cipf/metafunr

1 Introduction
The existence of sex and gender differences in different health scenarios has been
thoroughly acknowledged in the literature [1,2], and yet, in many cases, not exhaustively
analyzed. Many times, the importance of such differences has been neglected, when not
denied, and not taken into account in the experimental design of studies. Therefore, most of
the underlying reasons for such differences have not been yet established.
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Fortunately, this is beginning to change, and more researchers are including a sex/gender
perspective in their scientific approaches. However, generating new data is expensive, and,
on the other hand, there exists a huge amount of datasets stored in public and private
databases (such as GEO [3] or GDC [4]) which have not been analyzed with a sex/gender
perspective. The information in these databases is a powerful tool which should not be
wasted.

In order to make the most of this information, multiple studies may be analyzed at the same
time. Defined for this purpose, the meta-analysis is a statistical methodology which takes
into account the relative importance of different studies in order to combine all of them in a
single analysis and extract results based on more evidence and samples [5,6,7]. MetaFun
aims to simplify the process and facilitate the access to this methodology to researchers
working with omics data which may not be familiar with it, allowing to meta-analyze multiple
omics datasets with or without a gender perspective, and to combine them to gain major
statistical power and soundness. MetaFun is also a complete suite which allows to analyze
transcriptomics data and explore its results at all levels: exploratory analysis, differential
expression, pathway analysis, gene set functional enrichment and, of course, the functional
meta-analysis.

Figure 1: Metafun pipeline. First, datasets must be uploaded and the experimental design selected.
Available options include (A) a plain Case vs. Control comparison, and (B) the sex difference
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comparison (Female case vs. Female control) vs. (Male case vs. Male control). Then, individual
analysis including i) an exploratory analysis, ii) a gene differential expression and iii) a functional
analysis are performed on each dataset separately. Finally, functional results are integrated into a
functional meta-analysis. The tool allows the user to explore all results generated in the process.

2 Methods
Metafun is available under https://bioinfo.cipf.es/metafun. Help may be found under
https://gitlab.com/metafundev/metafun/-/wikis/MetaFun-Help.

2.1 Input data and experimental design
MetaFun takes as input a set of at least 2 CSV files including already normalized
transcriptomics data which must come from comparable studies with assimilable
experimental groups. Accepted reference organisms are, for the moment, human (Homo
sapiens), mouse (Mus musculus) and rat (Rattus norvegicus). The selected experimental
design must be applicable to all datasets and will be either the plain comparison Case vs.
Control (Fig.1A), or the sex specific comparison (Male case vs. Male control) vs. (Female
case vs. Female control) (Fig.1B). CSV files including the experimental design information
and specifying groups among the samples are accepted, for further assignment of each
sample to the available canonical groups (case and control in the simple comparison, and
male case, male control, female case and female control in the sex specific one).

2.2 Individual analyses
After the selection of the studies and the experimental design, MetaFun analyzes each
dataset separately with an individual analysis consisting of: i) an exploratory analysis
including boxplots, PCA and cluster plots using plotly library [8], ii) a gene differential
expression analysis, using limma package [9], and iii) a Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
(GSEA) [10] based on Gene Ontology (GO) [11], from mdgsa package [12]. Figures and
tables resulting from these analyses may be explored and downloaded from the Results
area once the job is ready. Links to other databases are present to go into detail about the
results.

2.3 Functional meta-analysis
Finally, MetaFun combines the gene set functional enrichments of all datasets in a single
meta-analysis with the same experimental design, using the metafor package [13]. Forest
and funnel plots are generated by means of the plot.lyJS library [8]. Figures and tables
resulting from this meta-analysis are interactive and may be explored and downloaded from
the Results area once the job is ready.

2.4 Implementation
MetaFun back-end has been written using Java and R, and is supported by a non relational
database (MongoDB [14]) which stores the information of the files, users and launched jobs.
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The front-end has been developed using the Angular Framework [15]. All graphics
generated in this webtool have been implemented with Plot.ly [8] except for the exploratory
analysis cluster plot which uses ggplot2 package [16].

2.5 Study Cases
MetaFun includes as example three sets of pre-selected study cases, one for each accepted
species: human, mouse and rat. The study cases can be executed directly from the webtool
and allow to explore the functionalities of the tool easily. Human study case includes 9
studies from lung cancer patients [6].
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Supplementary material for
MetaFun: Unveiling sex differences in multiple omics studies through comprehensive
functional meta-analysis

Pablo Malmierca-Merlo, Rubén Sánchez-Garcia, Rubén Grillo-Risco, Irene Pérez-Díez, José F.
Català-Senent,  María de la Iglesia-Vayá, Marta R. Hidalgo, Francisco Garcia-Garcia

S1. Webtool overview
The webtool can be used with an anonymous user or with a registered one. Registered
users will keep their data and jobs stored from one session to the other, data and jobs from
anonymous users will not be saved after leaving the session. After logging in, the user is
directed to the form launching a new job, which can be otherwise accessed through the New
Analysis button on the top right part of the tool. The first part of the form includes the user's
personal area, in which the user is able to upload and manage the datasets to analyze, and
can be otherwise accessed through the user’s button on the top right part of the tool. The
New Analysis form continues through a series of steps demanding different information
which must be filled in. After the launchment and execution of the job, it will be listed on the
jobs area, which can be accessed through the My jobs button located on the right top part of
the tool, and where all created jobs are stored and can be accessed from to visualize their
results.

S2. Input data
All datasets included in a same meta-analysis should be comparable, including similar
experimental designs and individuals with similar conditions. At least two datasets must be
included in a meta-analysis. Input data consists of one expression matrix and one
experimental design file for each of the datasets in the meta-analysis. The expression matrix
must have been normalized, with samples in the columns and EntrezID genes in the rows.
The experimental design file must indicate the original group to which each sample belongs,
with samples in the rows and groupings in the columns. More than one grouping per file is
accepted. Accepted file formats are CSV or TSV for both the expression matrix and the
experimental design files. After uploading, expression matrix and experimental design files
from the same dataset must be placed in the same row of the data selection form. MetaFun
will check that the column names from the expression matrix match with the row names of
the experimental design file, and will mark correct matches with a check.

S3. Analysis summary
After the execution of the job, the Analysis summary tab will show a summary of the main
results. This summary includes the selected analysis options (name, contrast a.k.a.
experimental design, effect model, functional profile, and reference organism), a table and
an interactive barplot describing the number of samples per dataset and per group, a table
describing the number of differentially expressed genes in each dataset (per columns,
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number of total analyzed genes, number of significant up-regulated genes, number of
significant down-regulated genes, and number of total significant genes), a table with the
same columns describing the number of significant functional profile items in each dataset
(either enriched functions or differentially activated subpathways, depending on the selected
functional profile), and a table with the same columns describing the number of significant
functional terms in each ontology (BP for Biological Process, MF for Molecular Functional
and CC for Cellular Component) of the meta-analysis.

S4. Exploratory analysis
The Exploratory analysis tab contains the figures resulting from the exploratory unsupervised
analysis performed on each dataset in the meta-analysis. This analysis includes a boxplot
representation of the expression of the samples, a clustering of the samples and a Principal
Components Analysis (PCA). The figures include a 2D and a 3D representation of the
respectively 2 and 3 first principal components of the PCA, the boxplot and the clustering of
the samples. All samples are colored by the experimental design selected in the
meta-analysis.

S5. Differential expression
The differential expression analysis is performed with library limma [9], applying lmFit,
contrast.fit and eBayes functions, and taking into account whether the samples are paired or
not. Results are displayed as a table in the Differential expression tab of the job once it is
ready. The table shows the EntrezID, Gene Name, logarithm of the fold-change (logFC), test
statistic, raw p-value and Bonferroni-Holm adjusted p-value of each analyzed feature. The
table is initially ordered by the raw p-value, but buttons on the names of the columns allow
the user to order the table by each of them. Links from the EntrezID column direct to the
NCBI gene database of the specific gene. Different tools allow the user to search, download
and filter the table by a maximum p-value.

S6. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
The functional analysis consists of a Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) [10] based on
the Biological Process, Molecular Function and Cellular Component ontologies from Gene
Ontology (GO) [11]. The pipeline, performed with the mdgsa library [12], splits the
ontologies, propagates the annotation, filters too generic or too specific annotations,
transforms the p-value into an index and performs the corresponding contrasts. Results are
displayed as a table in the GSA tab of the job once it is ready. Three sub-tabs show the
results separately for the three different ontologies. For each ontology, the table shows the
GO ID, GO term, logarithm of the odds-ratio (LOR), raw p-value, Bonferroni-Holm adjusted
p-value and number of genes included in each analyzed feature. The table is initially ordered
by the raw p-value, but buttons on the names of the columns allow the user to order the
table by each of them. Links from the GO ID column direct to the GO database of the
specific term. Different tools allow the user to search, download and filter the table by a
maximum p-value.
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S7. Meta-analysis
The functional meta-analysis integrates the results of the functional analysis and is
performed using the rma function in metafor package [13]. For each of the functions, a
meta-analysis is carried out that combines the level of overrepresentation (LOR) of that
function in the different studies. This will allow us to know whether there is a greater
activation of that pathway or biological process in men or in women, for the set of studies
evaluated. There are several methods implemented to perform the meta-analysis: fixed
effects models (FE) or random effects models (DL DerSimonian & Laird; HS Schmidt &
Hunter; Hedges, HE) [13]. Results are displayed as a table in the Meta-Analysis tab of the
job once it is ready. The table shows the GO ID, GO term, LOR, raw p-value,
Bonferroni-Holm adjusted p-value and confidence interval of the LOR of each analyzed
feature. The table is initially ordered by the raw p-value, but buttons on the names of the
columns allow the user to order the table by each of them. Links from the GO ID column
direct to the GO database of the specific term. Different tools allow the user to search,
download and filter the table by a maximum p-value.

S8. Study case
The following case describes the potential use of MetaFun in the characterization of sex
differences in lung adenocarcinoma. The results obtained were published in Cancers. 2021
Jan 5;13(1):143. doi: 10.3390/cancers13010143.

Input data:
For each of the studies we will need two files: a first file with the expression data and a
second file with the description of the experimental groups to which each sample belongs,
indicating the sex of the participant. In this link you can download the files corresponding to
this use case:
https://gitlab.com/ubb-cipf/metafunpipeline/-/blob/master/metafun_sample_data.tar

4 easy steps to launch the meta-analysis job:
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Results:
For each of the sections described above (1. Analysis Summary, 2. Exploratory Analysis, 3.
Differential Expression, 4. Gene Set Analysis, 5. Meta-Analysis), we show the results
generated by MetaFun in this use case:

1. Analysis Summary
A summary of the results at the different stages of the bioinformatics analysis strategy is
detailed:
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2. Exploratory Analysis
Principal component analysis, clustering and boxplots are used to explore the expression
levels of each of the samples in the selected studies:
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3. Differential Expression
For each of the studies, we identified which genes show a differential expression pattern by
sex in the disease. By clicking on each of the links to the gene identifiers, you can expand
their biological information:
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4. Gene Set Analysis (GSA)
Functional characterization of the differential expression results will identify which functions
are more active in males and females. The information for each of the significant functions
can be expanded by clicking on the link to its identifier.

5. Meta-Analysis
Finally in this section, MetaFun shows the functions and pathways that are activated in the
set of studies evaluated. If we click on the information icon, we will obtain detailed
information on each of these significant functions:
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